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Lessons From the Professors of Tea

Nancy Palmieri for The New York Times

SIP AND LEARN From left, two Indian black teas and two Chinese green teas.
By NINA SIMONDS
Published: September 19, 2007

Northampton, Mass.

MARY LOU and Bob

Heiss can talk about the

subtle differences among

the fine chocolates, olive

oils, vinegars and spices,

they carry at Cooks Shop Here, their

specialty food shop in this small town

in Western Massachusetts.

But once you ask about their 125

varieties of tea and look over shelves

packed with every conceivable
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Mary Lou Heiss weighs
tea leaves at her shop in
Northampton, Mass.
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A traditional Chinese tea
set.

packed with every conceivable

accessory necessary for brewing,

storing and drinking tea, you realize

where their passions lie.

“About 15 years ago, when some of

the more unusual varieties of tea

began being allowed into the country,

we started getting very interested,”

Ms. Heiss said, referring to the easing

of import and export restrictions. The

more they learned about tea, the more

they wanted to know, she said, while standing by an old-

fashioned apothecary counter packed with tea leaves, tea

bags and molded tea cakes.

“We live in an area of five colleges and our customers ask

us questions that probably no one else gets asked because

we are in that kind of ‘thinky’ area,” Ms. Heiss said.

“We wanted to learn more than the usual, fluffy details,”

she added. “We realized that there was a whole picture out

there about the world of tea that no one was talking

about, and there was a lot more to the story than just a

simple tea bag.”

After years of travel, tasting and investigating to learn that

story, the Heisses wrote “The Story of Tea: A Cultural

History and Drinking Guide,” a comprehensive, lavishly

illustrated guide to tea history, lore, cultivation and

appreciation that has just been published by Ten Speed

Press.

Intrigued by the secrets of tea, the Heisses pestered their

importers to take them along on a tea-buying trip. Finally,

eight years ago, one invited them to China to explore the

eastern tea-growing regions. The book describes their
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eastern tea-growing regions. The book describes their

travels and what they have learned since.

In Shanghai they visited a bustling regional wholesale tea

market that was featuring first-of-the-season teas from

the eastern provinces of Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Anhui.

(Cramped in the back of a van full of Chinese passengers,

no officials saw them as they rode through the checkpoint

into a Chinese-only wholesale section of the city.)

On a boat ride on the Lake of a Thousand Islands, in

Zhejiang Province, a woman named Wei Cui Lan, one of

China’s leading tea authorities and one of the last women

to graduate from tea school before the Cultural

Revolution, showed them the methods required to brew at

least 30 different varieties of green and oolong tea.

“We all made such a mess on that boat — spilling tea

everywhere, examining the liquor and the dry and wet

leaf; it was a magical day,” Mr. Heiss said.

Thousands of teas are produced in China and each is a

little different, Mr. Heiss said, particularly the green and

oolong varieties, which until recently were not well known

outside of Asia.

All tea comes from the shrub Camellia sinensis, an

evergreen related to the exotic flowering camellia.

“There are three sub-varieties,” Mr. Heiss said, “and from

that there are thousands of sub, sub-varieties, but

basically it all starts with the same plant.” Tea is like wine

in that its flavor is affected by soil and climate, as well as

when the leaves are picked and how they are processed,

he said.
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As he spoke, he carefully arranged a wooden tea tray on

the counter with four porcelain tea tasting cups and a

crimson teapot of unfinished clay.

“This pot is from Jiangsu Province and the color is from

the clay in the region,” he said. “It’s unglazed so the flavor

of the tea is absorbed into the pot. If the pot has been

used enough, they say that you can brew tea without the

leaves just by steeping water in the empty pot. So you only

use a particular pot for one type of tea.”

He measured out a small scoop of oolong tea, put the

leaves in the pot, then heated the water to 185 degrees.

(According to “The Story of Tea,” only fermented Pu-erh

teas from Yunnan Province are best with water at or near

the boiling point, 212 degrees.)

Next he poured water into the pot and quickly discarded

it, rinsing the tea leaves.

“With many Chinese teas,” he said, “the flavor really only

develops after multiple infusions. For instance the same

oolong leaf can normally be steeped six to eight times and

often more.”

Some Pu-erhs can be steeped 12 to 15 times.

Once Mr. Heiss steeped the tea, he lined up the cups up

side by side and flamboyantly poured the hot tea back and

forth over the tea cups, even spilling some. For many teas,

he said, it is important to portion the tea from the pot

evenly to blend the layers of flavor in the pot.

Many of the teas in their store and on their Web site,

cooksshophere.com, were found on their trips for the

spring tea harvest in China and Japan and are rarely seen

elsewhere. There is an eclectic selection of Chinese green
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elsewhere. There is an eclectic selection of Chinese green

teas as well as traditional Japanese green teas; rare black

teas and Pu-erhs; traditional white teas — small, air-dried

white buds; unusual large, full-leaf Assam blacks; and

what they consider underappreciated Nilgiris from the

Blue Mountains of Tamil Nadu in southern India.

“As Americans, we have had to learn a lot about

ingredients and food,” Ms. Heiss said. “First there was

wine, then chocolate, and then different types of olive oil

and vinegars. Now people are interested in learning about

tea.”

The Heisses and their book should be able to help.

Need to know more? 50% off home delivery of The Times.
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